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Always start with a personal introduction

Visit first.Do not send a plan until after at least one personal
meeting

Be Frank and find out

Present the plan,tell your story

Some Tactics that 
worked for succesfully 
funded startups

Negotiate,don’t reach

Treat every contact as part of the overall negotiation for money

Realize that business plans are everything and nothing

Write a super executive summary

Write well

Be neat without over doing things

Keep the packaging crisp,not drenched in gold leaf
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Strategis deal flows

Get hot and stay hot

Always have alternative sources of funds

Never count the cash untill it’s in the bank

Always remember thatdeal flows is at work

People/management
that can get job done

The more complete the team,the
more likely the startuo will get funded

Competence

Maturity

Investors look 
for in a startup

A brilliat technology that
can be comercialized

A large,rapidly expanding
market

Strategy for an unfair
advantageadvantage

An attractive price per
share
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Executive summary
Business opportunity,technology,product, market,management
proposed financing(amount,use of proceeds).Summary of 5 years
income statement and capital requirement

Customer need &
business opportunity

Business Strategy and
key milestone

Prodect and technology description,uses

Include one page showing cumulative cash need and head count
at each

Marketing Plan
Customer need,market segmentation,channels of
distribution,sales strategy and plans, 5 years sales forecast,
competition and positioning

Operations Plan
Engineering plan, manufacturing plan, facilities and administration
plan

Incentive compensation program,detailed resumes, organization,
staffing plan and head count projections

Management and key
personnel

Financial Projections

Appendics

Presentation

Assumptions, 5 years proforma forecast, income statement,
balance sheet, cash flow statement

Not often used, contain photographs or copies of market research
projection,should not filled with bulky backup data

Resource Need a very goog resources for preparing a business plan
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5 things to do to
succeed for young
firm

Get an idea that can be funded

Market that product or service

Maximize efficiency

Extend that idea through add-ons and 
variations

Come up with another viable idea

Key points of

Sustainable competitive 
advantage (SCA)

SCA is based upon delivering

A consistent difference in 
product attributes

That are a direct consequence 
of a capability gap

That endures over time

Key points of
the analysis
for SCA

SCA is based upon delivering 
superior value to the customer 
(not necessarily the lowest price)

The product attribute differences 
must be the customers key 
buying criteria

Be fustest with the
mostest

Aimed at industry
dominance

Hit them where
they ain’t

Creative imitation

Aimed at market dominance

Aimed at market
leadership

Ecological Niches

Entrepreneurial

Aimed at securing a beachhead, obtaining
leadership position, and eventually dominance

Peter 
Drucker’s 

Classification 
of successful 

business 
Strategies Tollgate

Aimed a completely filling a niche small and
discreet enough not to attract rivals

Specialty
Ecological Niches

Aimed at control
Aimed at attaining controlling position in their
specialty skill niche and retaining it

Specialty Market

Aim is like specialty skill,except it is built around
specialized knowledge of a market instead of
around a product or service
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A good plan should 
contain the following 
elements

An analysis of the industry in which the firm competes

Sources of competitive advantage

An analysis of the existing and potential competitors who might
affect the company

An assessment of the company’s competitive position

Selection or ratification of strategy,built on competitive advantage 
and how it can be sustained

Modelling 
Financial 
Projections

Sales 
revenue

Forecast are particularly likely to be
overly optimistic in predicting average
selling prices and a large than realistic

Making 
Financial 
Projections

Calculating flow
much capital is
needed

Other Capital tips All the capital needed should be shown as one big number as 
a plug to the balance and cash flow statement.

share of the market

Capital 
required


